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ABSTRACT: The synergy between bond formation and bond breaking that is typical for pericyclic reactions is lost in their
mechanistic cousins, cycloaromatization reactions. In these reactions, exemplified by the Bergman cyclization (BC), two bonds
are sacrificed to form a single bond, and the reaction progress is interrupted at the stage of a cyclic diradical intermediate. The
catalytic power of Au(I) in BC stems from a combination of two sources: stereoelectronic assistance of C−C bond formation
(i.e., “LUMO umpolung”) and crossover from a diradical to a zwitterionic mechanism that takes advantage of the catalyst’s dual
ability to stabilize both negative and positive charges. Not only does the synergy between the bond-forming and charge-
delocalizing interactions lead to a dramatic (>hundred-billion-fold) acceleration, but the evolution of the two effects results in
continuous reinforcement of the substrate/catalyst interaction along the cyclization path. This cooperativity converts the BC into
the first example of an aborted [3,3] sigmatropic shift where the pericyclic “transition state” becomes the most stable species on
the reaction hypersurface. Aborting the pericyclic path facilitates trapping of cyclic intermediate by a variety of further reactions
and provides a foundation for the discovery of new modes of reactivity of polyunsaturated substrates. The application of
distortion/interaction analysis allows us to quantify the increased affinity of Au-catalysts to the Bergman cyclization transition
state as one of the key components of the large catalytic effect.

■ INTRODUCTION

Out of the three main approaches to the formation of cyclic
structures (i.e., cyclizations,1 pericycilc reactions,2 and cyclo-
aromatizations3), cycloaromatization reactions are by far the
most unusual and difficult to control.4 Whereas the number of
bonds (paired electron pairs) is generally conserved in
cyclizations and pericyclic reactions, the number of broken
bonds is not equal to the number of formed bonds in
cycloaromatization reactions. Instead, in cycloaromatizations,
two unstable reactive centers (e.g., two radicals) are created
from a closed-shell molecule where all electrons are paired. In
contrast, a typical cyclization reaction generally involves a
“preformed” high energy reactive center (e.g., a cation, a radical,
or an anion) that attacks a weak functionality (e.g., a π-bond) in
a process where one bond is formed and the other is broken.
Common pericyclic processes such as cycloadditions or ring
closures proceed through a mechanism where the “first-order
changes in bonding”5 are concerted, so the number of broken

bonds and the number of formed bonds are again the same
(Figure 1).
The cycloaromatization reactions form a cycle by trading two

π-bonds for a single σ-bond in a process that involves an
asynchronous evolution of the two seemingly disconnected
orthogonal π-systems into diradicaloid intermediates.6 The in-
plane π-orbitals are transformed into the new bonds and the
two-nonbonding orbitals (e.g., two radicals) on the route
through the transition state (TS) to the product, whereas the
out-of-plane π-orbitals provide a stabilizing effect at the post-TS
stage by forming an aromatic system. The generation of two
reactive centers from a closed-shell precursor accounts for the
unique advantages of these processes in organic synthesis,7 drug
design,8 polymer, and materials science.9
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The parent cycloaromatization process, the Bergman
cyclization,10 involves an interesting and complex combination
of electronic changes that render this process a fertile testbed
for the development of new theoretical methods. This
deceivingly simple transformation of enediynes leads to p-
benzyne,11 a chemical chameleon with reactivity ranging
between the diradical and zwitterionic extremes (Scheme 1).12

Although discovered only recently,13 the dichotomy between
the radical and zwitterionic reactivity of p-benzyne is a
manifestation of one of the most general dilemmas of
chemistry. Every time a chemical bond is broken, there is the
choice between nonpolar and polar extremes. Not surprisingly,
it hides under the surface of other cycloaromatization processes
and, more generally, reactions where bond formation and bond
cleavage are not synchronized.14

The recent explosion of Au-catalyzed cycloaromatiza-
tions15−18 is reflected in several reports of Au-catalyzed

Bergman cyclizations, some of them leading to ions trapped
by nucleophiles.19 Several features of these reactions are
noteworthy: (a) they proceed at much lower temperatures than
the parent BC, (b) they lead to polar intermediates, and (c)
C1−C5 (Schreiner−Pascal) cyclization can be competitive with
the C1−C6 (Bergman) at ambient conditions. Intriguingly, it
was found that both C1−C6 and C1−C5 products can be
formed through the same TS20 and the ratio of these two
products is determined by dynamic effects at post-transition
state bifurcations.21 However, most of these interesting
observations were made under the “dual σ,π-catalysis”22

conditions where two Au-species were coordinated to the
enediyne moiety in σ- and π-fashions, respectively (Scheme 2).

There has been no theoretical analysis of the parent mono-
Au(I) (π-type) catalysis mode in the Bergman cyclization. Not
only is this parent process conceptually important, but it also
provides the main Au-activation mechanism for enediynes with
terminal substituents where the dual σ,π-catalysis is impossible.
The goal of this work is to evaluate the magnitude of π-catalysis
computationally, compare it with σ,π-catalysis, and create the
theoretical framework for understanding the nature of catalytic
effects in this class of reactions.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Au-Coordination on the Potential Energy

Surface for the Bergman Cyclization. The calculated
barriers and reaction energies for the representative set of
substrates and catalysts are summarized in Table 1.
Coordination of [Me3P−Au]+ to one of the triple bonds has
a dramatic effect on BC; the barrier is decreased from 31.8 to
16.1 kcal/mol, and the cyclization becomes ∼6 kcal/mol
exergonic. Similar accelerating effects were found for the other
enediyne substrates. For the parent reaction, we have also
evaluated the effect of catalyst structure on reactivity. The
effects are significant; more cationic Au species provide a
greater decrease in the activation barrier.
Solvent effects on reactivity are shown in Table 2. In contrast

to the noncatalyzed Bergman cyclization where effects of
solvents are negligible, the Au-catalyzed process is sensitive to
the solvent polarity. Two trends are observed. First, the binding
energy between reactant and substrate decreased as the solvent
polarity increased. On the other hand, the activation barriers
became larger in the more polar solvents (15.4 in vacuum vs
16.5 kcal/mol in CH3CN). The latter trend suggests that
transition state/catalyst is less polar than the reactant/catalyst
complex, in agreement with the increased charge transfer from
the substrate to the cationic Au-species in the TS.

Electronic Structure Analysis. Why is the Au-catalyzed
BC TS much earlier and lower in energy in comparison to its
noncatalyzed counterpart? What are the reasons for these
pronounced differences? The first part of the puzzle is revealed

Figure 1. Comparison of radical cyclizations and electrocyclic ring
closures with cycloaromatization reactions. Note that the total number
of out-of-plane π-bonds changes in pericyclic reactions but not in
cycloaromatization reactions and radical cyclizations.

Scheme 1. (A) Diradical/Zwitterionic Dichotomy in
Cycloaromatization of Enediynes (Note That Two
Zwitterionic Sructures Are Possible for Nonsymmetric
Molecules); and (B) Three Types of Pericyclic Reactions

Scheme 2. Comparison of Mono-Au(I) (π-type) Catalysis
and “Dual σ,π-Catalysis”
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by the differences in the evolution of bond-forming πCC → πCC*
interactions along the two reaction coordinates. For the Au-
catalyzed BC, the bond-forming interactions start to increase in
magnitude much earlier and grow much faster (Scheme 3).
We will show below that these differences come from two

components: (a) a stereoelectronic reorganization, that is,
“LUMO umpolung”,23 and (b) the zwitterionic character of this
reaction promoted by the ability of the Au-moiety to stabilize
both the negative and the positive charges.
Stereoelectronic Assistance. For the noncatalyzed case,

the magnitude of bond-forming two-electron π → π*
interactions drops to zero when the two interacting orbitals
approach an unproductive region (at the “Nicolaou’s thresh-
old”, i.e., C1−C6 distance ca. 3.2 Å, Scheme 3). Because of the
node present in the alkyne π* orbital, bonding interactions
between the enediyne C1 and C6 are mostly canceled by the
antibonding interactions between C2 and C5 when at the
parallel geometry that resembles the TS of symmetry-forbidden
thermal [2s+2s] cycloaddition

24 (Scheme 3). The contribution
of unfavorable π*-symmetry diminishes slowly on the route to
the TS where C2−C5 distances become much larger than the
C1−C6 distance.
In contrast, the Au-catalyzed reaction is free of this

stereoelectronic burden because of the change of the alkyne
MO symmetry. This change is associated with a 3c,2e-bond

formation between an alkyne and an empty Au-orbital that
translocates the π*-node (Scheme 4B) away from the bond-
forming region. We refer to this change in the symmetry of the
antibonding orbital as “LUMO umpolung”1,25 because from the
point of view of the reacting partner the LUMO of the alkyne-
catalyst complex is analogous to the HOMO of the initial
alkyne.
We have shown earlier that this symmetry change has

important consequences in cyclization reactions25 (Scheme 4A)
where it provides a viable approach to the design of endo-
selective cyclizations. Such cyclizations are stereoelectronically
disfavored when nucleophile adds to a nonactivated π-bond.
Nucleophile’s endo-attack at the alkyne LUMO leads to the
Nu−C bond-forming two-elecron interaction but is disfavored
by the LUMO symmetry. On the other hand, the symmetry-
allowed interaction of nucleophile with the alkyne HOMO
involves fully occupied orbitals and hence cannot lead to bond
formation.
Symmetry-allowed two-electron interactions can be activated

by switching either to an electrophilic cyclization or to an
electrophile-promoted nucleophilic cyclization (EPNC). In the
latter scenario, the endo-cyclizations are facilitated when the
attacked π-bond is precoordinated to an external Lewis acid
(i.e., in the electrophile-promoted nucleophilic cyclizations or
EPNCs). This change is due to the removal of destabilizing
secondary orbital interaction associated with the node in the

Table 1. Computational Analysis of the Au-Catalyzed and
Noncatalyzed BC for a Selection of Enediynesc

aRelative to isolated reactant and catalyst. bRelative to reactant−
catalyst complex. c(IEFPCM = toluene)/(U)PBE0/6-311+G(d,p)/
Def2-TZVP+ECP level of theory. (SMD = toluene)/CCSD(T)/6-
311++G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP+ECP single point corrections in paren-
theses. Energies in kcal/mol. [Au]+ = [Me3P−Au]+, unless stated
otherwise.

Table 2. Computational Analysis of Solvent Effect in the Au-
Catalyzed and Noncatalyzed BC for a Selection of
Enediynesc

aRelative to isolated reactant and catalyst. bRelative to reactant−
catalyst complex. c(IEFPCM = solvent)/(U)PBE0/6-311+G(d,p)/
Def2-TZVP+ECP level of theory. Energies in kcal/mol. [Au]+ =
[Me3P−Au]+.
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π*-orbital. In other words, there is no node between the two
carbon atoms of the π-bond because the LUMO of the π-
complex is created from the π-orbital (rather than π*). Because
of this change of orbital symmetry, EPNCs stereoelectronically
resemble electrophilic cyclization where the target π-bond (e.g.,
alkyne HOMO) is attacked by a cation in the cycle-closing step.
However, unlike cationic cyclization, EPNCs of alkynes do not
suffer from thermodynamic penalty of creating an sp-hybridized
vinyl carbocation inside of a cyclic structure.
Scheme 4B illustrates how the concept of LUMO umpolung

is expanded to cycloaromatizations. Unlike the “symmetry-
forbidden” noncatalyzed process, the “[2+2]” interaction
between the HOMO of alkyne and LUMO of alkyne/catalyst
complex becomes symmetry-allowed due to the change in the
alkyne LUMO symmetry caused by Au-coordination. Not only
does the present work expand, for the first time, the utility of
LUMO umpolung to cycloaromatizations, it also suggests that
the concept of LUMO umpolung may be used for the design of
thermal symmetry-allowed [2+2] cycloadditions.26

As a result of LUMO umpolung, the bond-forming π → π*
interaction between the in-plane π-orbitals continuously
increases along the Bergman cyclization path (Scheme 3). In
summary, the stereoelectronic component to Au-catalysis is
based on helping the σCC bond to form faster by making the
interactions between the filled and vacant in-plane π-orbitals
symmetry allowed. However, this is only one component of the
catalytic effect.

Zwitterionic Assistance. Analysis provided in this section
will show the second role of Au-coordination, its assistance in

Scheme 3. A Closer Look at the Evolution of πCC → πCC*
Interactions throughout PES for Both Noncatalyzed and
Catalyzed Bergman Cyclizationsa

a“Nicolaou’s threshold” for Bergman cyclization corresponds to the
region where the bond-forming interactions for the noncatalyzed
process are symmetry-forbidden. For the Au-catalyzed process, bond
formation is symmetry-allowed due to “LUMO umpolung” as shown
in the inset (see Scheme 4 and in text for the discussion of “LUMO
umpolung”). Only in-plane orbitals are shown for enediynes. The out-
of-plane MOs are bystanders that do not directly participate in this
reaction. E(2) stands for second-order interactions and are obtained
via NBO analysis.

Scheme 4. (A) Earlier Use of “LUMO Umpolung” for Solving Symmetry Mismatch for Nucleophilic Cyclizations1 (“HOMO”
and “LUMO” Correspond to Fragment Molecular Orbitals); and (B) Applying “LUMO Umpolung” toward Bergman
Cyclizationa

aFor the naked Au+, the LUMO is an s-orbital; other Lewis acids might have different empty orbitals as their LUMO, such as σAu−P* for Au−PR3
complexes.
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the development of latent zwitterionic reactivity usually hidden
in thermal cycloaromatizations of hydrocarbons. We have
suggested earlier that effects of metal coordination in
cycloaromatization chemistry can lead to stabilization of both
the cationic and the anionic species depending on the Au
position in the products.12b In this work, we reveal full details of
this assistance for the first time.
The charge separation in the Au-catalyzed BC continuously

increases as this molecular system moves along the reaction
path (Scheme 5). Its onset coincides with the beginning of C−

C bond formation, and its overall evolution provides insight
into the electronic dynamics of this reaction. C5 has its charge
gradually increased as expected, because this atom will bear the
positive center in the product. On the other hand, the charge
on C2 decreases until the end of the process, where seemingly
unexpectedly it stops declining and even rises again.
Charge Distribution. In p-benzyne, the radical-bearing

carbons C2 and C5 are essentially neutral (charge of +0.16 e). In
contrast, the same carbons in the Au-catalyzed reaction have
much larger and opposite charges of −0.35 e and +0.51 e,
respectively. This charge separation is bigger than the
analogous separation in the phenyl cation (Scheme 6).
Stabilization of Negative Charge. The asynchronicity of

the above changes originates from charge transfer to the metal.
This behavior displays the catalyst’s higher affinity to the
substrate in the transition state and product of this reaction
(Scheme 5B). One piece of evidence for increased transfer of
electron density to the catalyst is provided by Natural Bonding
Orbital (NBO)27 analysis that identifies very strong interactions
between the substrate and the [Au] moiety. The donor orbital
evolves from a π-bond in the reactant and TS to a lone pair at

C2 in the product. As the reaction progresses, donation from
these orbitals to the σAu−P* orbital strongly increases. The NBO
energies in Scheme 5 should be considered a crude estimate of
such interactions because they are clearly too large to be treated
by a second-order perturbative approach.27

Stabilization of Positive Charge. In addition to
stabilizing the developing negative charge, the Au-moiety
provides stabilization of the cationic center as well. This
stabilization is evident from the two equations shown in
Scheme 7A. The top one is the classic evaluation of through-

bond (TB) coupling between the two radical centers via the
biradical stabilization energy (BSE). This electronic effect
provides ∼3 kcal/mol of stabilization to p-benzyne and explains
its significantly lower reactivity to H-donors when compared to
phenyl radicals.28 This orbital interaction was applied for the
design of other radical reactions.29 Remarkably, we find that the
analogous estimate for the stabilizing effect of the para C−Au
bond on the cationic centers is much larger (20 kcal/mol). This
stabilization leads to delocalization of positive charge in the Au-
Bergman product in comparison to the parent phenyl cation.

Scheme 5. (A) Evolution of Natural Charges at C2 and C5
throughout the Au-BC (Note Increase in Polarization along
with Its Asynchronicity); and (B) Evolution of πCC → σAu−P*
Interactionsa

aSelected NBO interactions are in kcal/mol. As the alkyne moieties
interact to form the new C−C bond, the π-complex becomes a C−Au
σ-bond.

Scheme 6. Increase in Charge Separation Caused by the
Presence of [Au]

Scheme 7. (A) Top, Stabilization in p-Benzyne Stems from
the through-Bond Coupling between the Two Radical
Centers; Bottom, Stabilization in the Product of Au-
Catalyzed BC Is Dramatically Larger than That Found in p-
Benzyne (Energies in kcal/mol); and (B) Selected NBO
Interactions (in kcal/mol) Stabilizing the Positive Charge in
the Producta

aPR3 group omitted for clarity.
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Such interaction corresponds to the classic double hyper-
conjugation pattern known to stabilize δ-substituted cations.30

The combination of negative and positive charge delocaliza-
tion accounts for the utility of Au-catalysis in bringing the latent
zwitterionic nature of the Bergman cycloaromatization process
to the surface. However, quantifying the relative contributions
of the above effects is complicated by the multimode nature of
Au−enediyne interactions and their complex evolution along
the reaction path.
Distortion-Interaction Analysis. To quantify the stabiliz-

ing effect of Au/substrate interactions in this reaction, we
suggest an alternative approach, the distortion-interaction
analysis. The essence of this method is in comparing energies
of the two isolated substrates with the energies of the
interacting pairs at the key reaction geometries. Distortion
describes the energy penalty for changing the ideal geometries
of the separated reactants, whereas interaction energy reflects
energy lowering due to covalent and noncovalent interaction
between the reactants.
This approach was used for bimolecular reactions to compare

two isolated reactants with their respective transition state.31

The important conceptual distinction of our approach with the
analysis of simple bimolecular cycloadditions is that we
determine distortion and interaction energies for the catalyst
and substrate in both the reactant and the transition states of a
catalyzed “unimolecular” process. Such dissection of catalytic
processes is useful because it allows one to distinguish
unproductive reactant stabilization from productive TS
stabilization. This is important because only TS stabilization
leads to the catalytic effect on the reaction.
Not only does Scheme 8 illustrate this aspect, but it also

clearly shows that the reaction barrier for the catalyzed
“unimolecular” processes can be expressed in eq 1 that includes
activation and distortion energies for the catalyst/substrate
prereaction complex and for the activation complex:

Δ = + −

+

⧧E E E E

E

( (TS) (TS)) ( (comp)

(comp))
dist int dist

int (1)

Furthermore, eq 1 can be also rewritten as eq 2 that expresses
the barrier for a catalyzed reaction in terms of changes in the
distortion and interaction energies upon transition of the
substrate/catalyst complex to the activation complex. For the
catalyst to be effective, it needs to either decrease the cost for

substrate distortion or increase its interaction energy with the
substrate. Because the two effects can be either synergistic or
anticooperative, it is helpful to use eq 2 to evaluate the interplay
between these two components quantitatively.

Δ = −

+ − = Δ + Δ

⧧E E E

E E E E

( (TS) ( (comp))

( (TS) (comp))
dist dist

int int dist int (2)

This analysis (Scheme 9) reveals two stages in the Au-
catalyzed Bergman cyclization. In the first of them, Au/

enediyne coordination relocates the node for “LUMO
umpolung” and prepares the productive orbitals for the bond-
forming interaction. The large exergonicity of the Au/substrate
complex formation stems from the large interaction energy
(∼34 kcal/mol) that can overcome a small distortion penalty
(∼4 kcal/mol). Such large reactant stabilization can be
counterproductive unless compensated by an even greater
transition state stabilization.
Analysis of the Au/TS coordination in Scheme 9 reveals that

the TS is significantly more distorted from the ideal

Scheme 8. Two Variations of Distortion-Interaction Analysis: (A) A Bimolecular Reaction Analyzed by Comparison of Isolated
Reactants and the TS; and (B) “Unimolecular” Reaction Promoted by Coordination with a Catalyst and Analyzed via
Comparison of the Prereaction Substrate/Catalyst Complex (“comp”) with the TS

Scheme 9. Application of Distortion-Interaction Analysis to
the Au-Catalyzed Bergman Cyclizationa

aThe right part of the scheme takes this analysis even further and
applies it to the product by comparing it with the isolated p-benzyne
and the Au-catalyst. Single-point energies, in kcal/mol, at the (SMD =
toluene)/CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP+ECP level of
theory.
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noninteracting enediyne/catalyst geometries than the reacting
Au/π-complex. Such distortion raises the total energy by 31.5
kcal/mol, a few kcal/mol higher than the barrier for the
noncatalyzed Bergman cyclization. However, the interaction
energy between catalyst and the substrate increases dramatically
relative to that in the Au-substrate complex (−34 → −46 kcal/
mol!). Thus, the ∼13 kcal/mol difference between the
activation barriers of the thermal and Au-catalyzed BC mostly
stems from the additional ∼12 kcal/mol of substrate/catalyst
interaction in the TS.32

We attribute such enormous TS stabilization to the multiple
roles of Au-catalyst in the TS discussed above: (a) stabilization
of the negative charge at C2 through charge transfer/C−Au
bond formation, (b) stabilization of the positive charge through
double hyperconjugation, and (c) ensuring favorable symmetry
for the bond-forming overlap between the in-plane π-orbitals.

Interestingly, distortion of the catalyst, although minor
relative to the distortion of the substrate, also increases in the
TS (1.3 kcal/mol in the reactant complex vs 4 kcal/mol in the
TS). This process involves lengthening of the Au−P bond due
to the increased donation to the σAu−P* orbital. Again, this is a
reflection of increased donation from the substrate to the
catalyst as the reaction progresses.

Effect of Catalyst. We have extended the distortion-
interaction analysis to other Au(I)-derived species, that is, the
AuNHC complex and Au(I) chloride (Table 3). The barrier
lowering effect of these catalysts (14.5 and 10.6 kcal/mol
relative to the noncatalyzed BC) is lower than the effect of
[AuPMe3]

+. Interestingly, AuCl is the least effective catalyst
despite making the strongest complex with the enediyne
substrate. Distortion-interaction analysis reveals the origin of
these differences in the catalytic activity by illustrating that the

Table 3. Computational Analysis of Three Au-Catalyzed Bergman Cyclizations of the Parent Enediynee

aRelative to isolated reactant and catalyst. bRelative to reactant−catalyst complex. cBetween TS and reactant complex (catalyzed reaction). dBarrier
lowering relative to the noncatalyzed reaction. eCalculations at (IEFPCM = toluene)/(U)PBE0/6-311+G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP+ECP level of theory.
(SMD = toluene)/CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP+ECP single point corrections are given in parentheses. All energies are in kcal/mol.

Table 4. Distortion-Interaction Analysis to the Au-Catalyzed BCc

aBetween TS and reactant complex (catalyzed reaction). bBetween noncatalyzed and catalyzed reactions. c(IEFPCM = toluene)/(U)PBE0/6-
311+G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP+ECP level of theory. (SMD = toluene)/CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP+ECP single point corrections in
parentheses. Energies in kcal/mol.
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change is mostly derived from the difference in the catalyst/
substrate interaction energies (R2 = 0.86, see the Supporting
Information for more information).
The connection between the catalytic ability and ΔEint values

offers a clear guideline for the future experimental design of
metal-catalyzed cycloaromatization processes.
Effect of Substrate. Expansion of this analysis shows that

the catalyst−substrate interaction energies are similarly
amplified for the cyclization of other enediyne substrates
(Table 4). The data illustrate that the TS-stabilizing
interactions can be combined with other factors such as
ground-state destabilization. Indeed, the strain effects, known to
decrease the activation barriers for noncatalyzed BC, provide a
similar decrease for the Au-catalyzed version (31.0 → 27.6 →
21.6 kcal/mol (thermal) vs 14.6 → 10.9 → 6.1 (Au-catalyzed)
for substrates 1 → 3 → 433). In other words, constraining of
the enediynes moiety within a 10-membered ring has a 3−4
kcal/mol effect at both catalyzed and noncatalyzed processes,
whereas adding additional unsaturation in this cycle decreases
both barriers by the total of 8−9 kcal/mol. Remarkably, the
difference in the barriers of catalyzed and noncatalyzed
reactions remains on the order of 15−18 kcal/mol, close to
the increase in the substrate/catalyst interaction energies in the
TS (15−19 kcal/mol). Other factors such as flexibility of cyclic
substrates and additional TS stabilization caused by vicinal
hyperconjugation have non-negligible but minor effects (see the
Supporting Information).
Comparison of π- and σ,π- (“Dual”) Au-Catalysis of

Bergman Cyclization. Finally, it was interesting to compare
the energetics for the mono- and dual Au-catalysis of the
Bergman cyclization at the same level of theory and within the
same conceptual framework. The comparison illustrates the
effect of Au-catalyst π-coordination on the reactivity of an
enediyne substrate with a σ-donor substituent at the remote
alkyne terminus.
Switching to the dual catalysis leads to additional acceleration

of the cycloaromatization step and renders it even more
exergonic (Scheme 10). This finding agrees very well with the

high efficiency of such transformations documented in the
experimental and computational work of Hashmi and co-
workers.18,34 The 6.2 kcal/mol decrease in the activation barrier
for the dual-Au system in comparison to the mono-Au case is
especially impressive considering that, at the same PBE0/6-
311+G(d,p) level of theory, introduction of Au at the terminal
alkyne carbon as a σ-substituent has a decelerating effect in
comparison to the Bergman cyclization of the parent
hydrocarbon (ΔE⧧ of 32.2 vs 31.0 kcal/mol).

Application of the distortion-interaction analysis shows that,
although the catalyst−substrate interaction energies are large
for both the prereaction complex and the TS for the dual
catalysis system (Table 4), the gain in the stabilizing substrate/
catalyst interaction in the TS is slightly decreased in
comparison to the mono-Au catalysis mode (13.2 vs 14.7
kcal/mol, respectively). Hence, the accelerating effect of
substrate/catalyst coordination is weakened for the dual
catalysis mode. However, the difference is compensated by
the much lower penalty of distortion from the reactant complex
to the TS geometry for the dual catalysis (−5.6 kcal/mol) in
comparison to this penalty for the mono-Au catalysis (+3.0
kcal/mol). The large decrease in the cost of distortion is the
source of additional acceleration provided by the dual Au
catalysis. Scheme 11 illustrates that the ortho-Au group
significantly decreases positive charge at C5 of the product
and leads to very interesting electron density redistribution in
the TS.35

From Interrupted to Aborted Reactions. The parent BC
is an endothermic process with a significant barrier (ΔE(ΔH)rxn

Scheme 10. Activation and Reaction Energies for the Mono
and Dual Au-Catalysis of the Bergman Cyclization at the
(IEFPCM = toluene)/(U)PBE0/6-311+G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP
+ECP Levela

aEnergies are in kcal/mol.

Scheme 11. (A) Natural Charges for the Mono and Dual Au-
Catalysis of the Bergman Cyclization; and (B) Top, the
Large Stabilization Energy Caused by [Au] at a β-Position
Can Be Associated with the Delocalization of Electronic
Density from the C−Au Bond to the Cationic Center at C5;
Bottom, the Presence of a δ-Donor Decreases the Stabilizing
Role of the β-σAu−C Donor in the Product of Dual Au-
Catalyzed BC (Also Compare with Scheme 7); and (C)
Resonance Structures of Product from Dual-Au Catalysisa

aCharges (e) and energies (kcal/mol) at (IEFPCM = toluene)/
(U)PBE0/6-311+G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP+ECP level of theory.
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= 7.8(8.5) ± 1.0 kcal/mol; ΔE⧧(ΔH⧧) = 30.1(28.2) ± 0.5 kcal/
mol).36 BC can be considered an interrupted pericyclic reaction
where aromatic stabilization imposed by the “bystander” out-of-
plane aromatic system converts the Cope TS into an energy
minimum at the potential energy surface.37,38 As a result of this
stabilization, the cyclic structure can be captured. However,
because the equilibrium between cyclic and acyclic structures is
heavily shifted to the acyclic reactants, this capture is only
efficient if the trapping step is sufficiently fast. If the cyclic
diradical intermediate is not trapped, the cycloaromatization
process is unproductive; the intermediate either undergoes
retro-Bergman ring opening back to the reactant or gives the
acyclic product of the formal Cope rearrangement. Although
the transient nature of the cyclic intermediate is beneficial for
the biological role of enediynes as nature’s warheads39 activated
on demand, it more often imposes limitations on the
applications of enediynes for the preparation of cyclic structures
and occasionally renders the trapping step to be the rate-
limiting part of the overall transformation.40

Our computations illustrate that the situation changes
dramatically and the cyclization becomes ∼7 kcal/mol
exergonic upon coordination of Au-species to one of the triple
bonds (Scheme 12). The exergonicity of the cyclization step

converts BC from an interrupted to an aborted pericyclic
reaction (vide infra) and drastically changes the importance of
the trapping step for the cyclization efficiency.
Aborted pericyclic reactions are exotic processes where the

cyclic TS-like structure corresponds to the global energy
minimum, and thus is favored by the equilibrium relative to the
acyclic reactants (Scheme 1B).41 We have shown recently the
first example of such behavior in anionic 2,3-sigmatropic shifts
(Wittig rearrangements), which can be aborted to become 5-
endo cyclizations. We have also shown how a judicious
combination of stereoelectronic constraints with organometallic
catalysis can convert neutral 3,3-shifts into their interrupted
versions.42 However, the Au-catalyzed BC is the first example of
an aborted Cope rearrangement.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The chameleonic reactivity of p-benzyne spans the continuum
between diradical and zwitterionic extremes and reflects the
diradical/zwitterion duality, one of the most fundamental

dichotomies in chemistry that manifests itself every time a
chemical bond is broken. The present work reveals that the
diradical/zwitterion duality exhibits itself in a new role as one of
the sources of the catalytic power of Au(I) catalyst in
promoting the Bergman cyclization.
Our computations, for the first time, uncover the magnitude

of the catalytic effect (∼16 kcal/mol barrier decrease with
potential for 100 billion-fold acceleration). Furthermore, Au(I)-
catalyzed BC is the first example of a Cope rearrangement
aborted by the catalyst−substrate interactions. The effect of Au-
coordination on the potential energy profile of the archetypal
cycloaromatization process reveals stereoelectronic effects
associated with the observed changes in reactivity. The Au-
catalyst takes multiple roles in this process: from the
stereoelectronic support via LUMO umpolung to zwitterionic
assistance in stabilization of both negative and positive charges.
Switching from the mono (π-type) to the dual (σ,π-type) Au

catalysis preserves most of the increase in the stabilizing
catalyst−substrate interaction but also significantly decreases
the cost of substrate distortion for reaching the TS geometry.
Crossing the diradical/zwitterion threshold allowed the

substrate to receive increased stabilization in the TS. We
were able to quantify the extent of this stabilization by a new
application of distortion-interaction analysis for dissection of
electronic and structural consequences of substrate/catalyst
interactions. Although this theoretical approach has been, so
far, generally applied to bimolecular reactions, we believe the
application of the distortion-interaction analysis for homoge-
neous catalysis highlighted in this work will provide a powerful
tool that can be used for a multitude of reactions.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
For the full details for the search of optimal computational
methodologies, see the Supporting Information. Unless otherwise
noted, we used PBE0, a functional that is known to provide sufficiently
accurate description of gold complexes.43 The 6-311+G(d,p) basis set
was employed for C, P, N and H, while Def2-TZVP was used for Au
(including effective core potential (ECP)) and Cl; IEFPCM solvation
model was adopted to simulate toluene. For the noncatalyzed
reactions, we adopted an open-shell, broken-spin symmetry approach.
(SMD = toluene)/CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)/Def2-TZVP+ECP sin-
gle-point corrections were used for the distortion-interaction analysis.
Frequency calculations were carried for all structures to confirm them
as either a minimum or a TS. Electronic structures and properties were
analyzed by the Natural Bond Orbitals (NBO) method at the PBE0
level of theory. Relaxed scans were performed with NBO analysis at
each of its steps to track interactions and charges. All calculations were
performed with Gaussian 0944 with the integrated NBO 3.1.45
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